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The Local Agricultural Research Committee 

tests ways to improve agriculture.

In the diagnosis, everybody decided on

a topic for the experiment.

Now the Committee

plans the experiment.

We must decide what results

we want from our experiment.
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When we plan the experiment, 

we are making decisions.

We decide, where, how and with whom we

are going to do the experiment.

To plan our experiment, we take advantage of the 

experienced farmers in the village and the

technicians who know about local farming.
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The experienced farmers

can help us a great deal.

The practices they have already

experimented with can be used

to plan our experiments.

The technicians have information 

for our experiments.

Technicians and farmers do research

and learn together in the experiments.
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When the Committee is beginning its research

a technician visits us regularly

to see how the experiments turn out.

When we have more experience,

the technician visits us only

when we ask him to.

Little by little we learn to do research for ourselves.

While we are planing our experiment the Committee

members meet with experienced farmers

and technicians.

We explain that the meetings are to help us

plan our experiment.

We review the diagnosis to see

if we all understand

the topic and the reasons it was chosen.
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Before designing the experiments,

we define our objective.

Sometimes the objective is very clear;

sometimes, it is not.

A clear objective is like planting a good seed.

To set a clear  objective,

we ask this question:

What do we expect to learn

or find out from our experiment?

Objective:

compare different

trees for alive fences.
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In the first planning meeting,

we talk about  the diagnosis.  This helps us 

make a clear objetive for our experiment.

We go over the most important topics

and why they are important.

When a Local Agricultural Research Committee

reviewed their diagnosis, they remembered

that the most important topics were to: 

1. Test varieties, fertilizers

     and ways to plant squash.

2. Test varieties, fertilizers

     and ways to plant common beans.

3. Grow carrots and fertilise them with chicken manure.

4. Test new potato varieties.I po ant Themm rt  es:

l , ean,Zapa lo  b
ca ot, anim lrr a s
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The farmers on the Committee were not sure 

which was the most important topic for the community

They met again with the community.

They discussed the topics and reached an agreement. 

The community decided to test beans because

they are more important food than squash.

After the topic for the experiment is decided

in the diagnosis, we think about questions

that we want to answer with the experiment.

We clarify what we expect out of the testing.

Y - es i s        NURSER  Qu t on :

• t ees t bl ? Wha  kind of tr  are sui a e

• u m eHow m ch ti e does it tak
   f r  t ow?o  them o gr

 Whi re t t t• ch a he s ronges ?
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The Secretary of the Committee 

writes down the topic

and our questions about it

in the Record Book.

In one example the Community decided to do

an experiment with carrots and fertilise them

with chicken manure.

They had several questions

about this topic:

Which carrot variety

is best adapted to the zone?

How much chicken manure

do we need

to fertilize each variety?
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These questions help us define the objective

for our experiment.

The Secretary writes down our questions

on the topic in the Record Book.

Our topic is:

Growing new maize varieties.

Our question is:

Which maize variety will stand instead 

of falling over in strong winds?

Our objective is to:

Compare the tall maize variety

that we have with a short variety

that might stand in strong winds.
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Another topic is to experiment with growing

potatoes, something we've newer grow before.

Our question is:

which potato varieties do best

in this climate? 

Our objective is:

to compare potato varieties to find

the ones that do best in this climate.

Another  topic is

to experiment with

growing bush bean varieties instead

of climbing beans.

The question is:

which bean varieties

resist the pests  best?

The objective is:

to compare 3 new bean varieties

with the one we grow

to see which ones resist

the pests best.
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Another Community chose to experiment with

ways to plant  trees as their topic.

The question is:

what kind of trees

are good for live fences?

Another topic is planting passion fruit.

The question is:

where and how

can we plant passion fruit

without taking up all the space

in the garden plot?

The objective is

to compare 2 different ways

of planting the passion fruit,

on bamboo supports and

growing it in strips in the fields.

The objective is

to compare 3 different kinds of trees,

planting them in live fences

and to select the best ones.
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We can get help from the experienced farmers

we invited to participate in planning the experiment.

They will most likely have

some answers to our questions.

In this way we can learn

from the experienced farmers.

A coffee growers' committee decided

to experiment with maize.

A farmer who was at the meeting

had planted maize on a slope.

He talked about the planting distance

and the fertilizer that he had applied.

He obtained very good results.

The Research Committee decided to take advantage

of his experience to plan the experiment.

How can we control

weeds in potatoes?

• Cutting with a machete?

• Pulling out by the roots?
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Sometimes we have many questions

or expect many results.

This can complicate the experiment

or make it expensive.

If at the first planning meeting

we do not know enough to arrive

at a clear objective, it is better to look

for more information.

We then agree how to get the necessary information

and plan another meeting on a day and an hour

that is convenient for everyone.

It is better to select one important result

and plan one experiment that we can manage well.

Fertilizer
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We write when our objective is clear

it down in the Record Book.

The Record Book is for writing down all the important things

we need to remember about the experiment.

The Record Book helps us remember

the important things of the experiment.

With all the information at hand and a clear objective,

we can carry out the next step:

We are going to design our experiment!


